.1172 --7 -1Q 1733 connected in the same way so that the stack may be broken and lifted apart at any joint without removing any capacitors or inductors. It is only necessary to remove the screws in the outer flange at the point the stack is to be broken and to lift the line apart.
This coaxial construction provides a very low inductance shielding for the inductors, hence all the L and C may be assumed to be in the lumped elements. 
Construction Details
The pulse network is shown pictorially in Fig. 3 , which shows it to be a stack of coaxial capacitor sections with the inductors connected in series down the center of the stack. Each of the sections is double walled and water cooled, while the interior of the entire stack and the thyratron switch is forcedair cooled. Each capacitor in the upper level of each of the six sections is connected to the section above it through individual plugs. The inductors are 
System Description
The magnet pulser used for the Line D fast deflector system is shown schematically in Fig. 4 . While this is not the most efficient system from a power consumption standpoint, it has many features which make its flexibility very attractive. The added power dissipation of the hard-tube charge control system essentially doubles the average power consumption over that which would be required with a conventional resonant charge system. However, the use of the EIMAC 4CW 100,000 D hard-tube system allows delayed charge, fault interruption, charge programming on a pulse to pulse basis and closed loop control over the charge on the pulse line. This flexibility, in a system which must operate with the overall LAMPF facility on a minimum interference basis, makes the added power consumption a small price to pay for the operational ease provided. The following paragraphs provide a description of the operation of the control and firing system. At initial turn on the hard tube in the charge control loop is biased off, and thus no charge is applied to the pulse forming network (pfn). The first firing pulse from the accelerator control system enables the charge control loop after a preset charge delay but does not fire the thyratron since the charge-OK signal is not at the proper logic level. After the charge delay, the enable signal sent to the hard tube modulator (HTM) pulses the bias to zero and the screen grid to 2000 V, allowing charging current to flow into the pfn. When the pfn voltage reaches a level preset by the control potentiometer the charge control signal is removed, turning off the switch tube by restoring the 500-V bias and removing the 2000-V screen grid signal. At this point in time the logic system sees a charge enable signal, and zero output from the charge control system, indicating that the loop is active and the line charge is proper. The thyratron may then fire on the next firing pulse from the main accelerator control system. For this initial pulse the entire charge on the pfn is accomplished during a relatively short interval between charge enable and the firing pulse; this requires very high peak power from the switch tube and would severely shorten switch tube life. In order to maximize tube life by minimizing peak power requirements while still supplying the required average power, all succeeding pulses are charged in a different way, described below.
The firing of the thyratron and the resulting drop in voltage at point A is coupled to the switch tube bias flip-flop by C1, removing the bias from Vl.
With zero bias and zero screen voltage the switch tube then begins to conduct as a diode and starts to recharge the pulse line at a very low current until the charge delay time elapses. The charge control system then applies 2000 V to the HTM screen grid to bring up the line charge to the proper level. When the pfn reaches proper charge level the 2000-V screen signal is removed and the bias is restored to the HTM. The line is now charged and the charge control system is turned off, awaiting the next firing pulse. By choosing L1 such that the "free" charge time through V, is long compared to the pulse interval and by delaying the closed loop charge enable signal to allow maximum free charge, the high peak current or demand charge interval is minimized. This reduces wear and tear on the switch tubes. As previously pointed out, the thyratron is not fired unless the line charge is proper. Inputs into the kicker system logic also allow for fast inhibit of firing in the event of other accelerator problems. The While the peak currents are of similar magnitude to those found in other accelerator applications and the 120 Hz rate is much higher, the usual kicker requirement is for pulses with much faster rise time than the 1-3 ,us used here, In these cases the same simulation and basic construction techniques are entirely applicable but certainly a load resistor with extremely low inductance would be required for the faster rise time pulses. However, most of these will not require the load resistor to handle the 100 kW of average power, and should be easier to design from that standpoint. 
